424	RAS MALA	chap x
They are not iirevocably stationed in Paiadise, nor exempted
from the necessity of being again born into this mortal world,
and of undergoing, perhaps, repeated transmigrations Their
tenure of Swerga exhausted, they descend to earth, and their
character of Dev is again clothed upon with that of mortal
man Hence, when the Hindoos behold a meteor falling from
heaven, they believe that it is a Dev who has enjoyed the
happiness which was the reward of his virtuous life in a former
birth, and is now returning, with alas I but feeble reminiscence
of his more blessed state, to be reborn upon this earth
Indra himself reigns only for a season, and then gives place
to some other whom a hundred Ushwameds have fitted to fill
the throne of heaven He is, notwithstanding, during the
duration of his power, a sublime sovereign , the arch of Ins
is his bow, the lightning is the glitter of his brandished weapons,
and the deep-voiced thunder the rolling of his royal drum
In the endeavour to realize the idea of a future state of
happiness, human conception has never risen beyond th*
assembling into one place of the objects which men hold most
dear in the present world ' Instead of using these merely as
 *	analogies, which might help them to some vague conception
 *	of those, they take them for specific earnests of the others '1
doctrine of Samsara, or wandering of the soul, until it has exhausted
its karma, or the result of its actions in past births This doctrine first
appears in the Upamahads, and is remarkably similar to the teaching
of Plato, e g in the legend of Er the Pamphylian which closes the
EepiMic, The passage of the Qita here referred to is from, the ninth book,
and is thus rendered by Sir Edwin Arnold
Yea ! those who learn
The threefold Veds, who drink the Soma wine,
Purge sins, pay sacrifice—from Me they earn
Passage to Svarga, where the meats divine
Of great gods feed them in high Indra's heaven.
Yet they, when that prodigious joy is o'er,
Paradise spent, and wage for merits given,
Come to the world of death and change once more ]
1 Vide Sermons, chiefly expository, by Richard Edmund Tyrwhitt,
M A.   Oxford    J H Parker, 1847    Vol i, pp 637-640
Perhaps as good an illustration as con be readily selected of the truth

